
2-nd Czech–Slovak Match 1996

Žilina, June 2–5, 1996

1. Show that an integerp > 3 is a prime if and only if for every two nonzero integers
a,b exactly one of the numbers

N1 = a + b−6ab +
p−1

6
, N2 = a + b +6ab +

p +1
6

is a nonzero integer.

2. Let⋆ be a binary operation on a nonempty setM. That is, every pair(a,b) ∈ M
is assigned an elementa⋆b in M. Suppose that⋆ has the additional property that

(a ⋆ b)⋆ b = a and a ⋆ (a ⋆ b)= b for all a,b ∈ M.

(a) Show thata ⋆ b = b ⋆ a for all a,b ∈ M.

(b) On which finite setsM does such a binary operation exist?

3. The base of a regular quadrilateral pyramidπ is a square with side length 2a and
its lateral edge has lengtha

√
17. LetM be a point inside the pyramid. Consider

the five pyramids which are similar toπ , whose top vertex is atM and whose
bases lie in the planes of the faces ofπ . Show that the sum of the surface areas
of these five pyramids is greater or equal to one fifth the surface ofπ , and find
for which M equality holds.

4. Decide whether there exists a functionf : Z → Z such that for eachk =
0,1, . . . ,1996 and for any integerm the equation

f (x)+ kx = m

has at least one integral solutionx.

5. Two sets of intervalsA ,B on the line are given. The setA contains 2m−1
intervals, every two of which have an interior point in common. Moreover, every
interval fromA contains at least two disjoint intervals fromB. Show that there
exists an interval inB which belongs to at leastm intervals fromA .

6. The pointsE andD are taken on the sidesAC andBC respectively of a triangle
ABC. The linesAD andBE intersect atF . Show that the areas of the triangles
ABC andABF satisfy

SABC

SABF
=

AC
AE

+
BC
BD

−1.
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